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Abstract  Currently thermodynamic analysis of cogeneration power plants is poorly approached, the problem being 
determined by the calculation of the overall efficiency of these types of installations. Yield calculation based on 
application of the first thermodynamic principle leads to erroneous results, deviation from reality being greater with 
higher heating degree. Summing up the two categories of energy products (electricity and heat), ignoring the quality 
characteristics of the thermal energy delivered, inevitably leads to these results. The thermodynamic analysis method 
proposed by the authors, based on power quality (exergy), is presented as the only method of thermodynamic analysis 
of cogeneration installations, by identifying sources of irreversibility in the system, ans also specifying the scientific 
framework for an accurate assessment of the energy efficiency of this type of installations. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The main functional characteristics of thermal 
power plants in Romania are determined by fitting 
condensing steam turbines and adjustable heating 
outlet in accordance with the corresponding thermal 
load variations. The plant to which the analysis applies 
aims at providing the following energy  products: 

-  electrical energy/electricity  
-  heat agent for urban heating; 
The system scheme is illustrated in figure 1. 
The energy flows will be calculated based on 

thermodynamic calculation relations, and by 

drawing the energy balances on the cogeneration 

installations components  the Grassman diagram of 

energy evolution will be plotted as in figure.2. 

The plant energy efficiency is estimated using 

the overall efficiency of the plant, which shall have 

the following particulars: 

1. The plant is in pure condensing mode, the  

steam supply valve V of the heating boiler is closed, 

the plant producing electricity only. 
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 Fig. 1. The scheme of  electric plant:  Fig. 2.  The Grassman diagram of energy 

 SG - steam generator; ST - steam turbine; 

 P- supplying pumps; C- steam condenser 

 HB - heating boiler; EG - electrical generator  

 V-steam adjusting valve for producing urban heating. 
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     2. The plant is in the heating mode, the  

supply valve V of the heating boiler has maximum 

degree of openness, the cogeneration plant 

producing both electricity and heat 
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where:  

F  fuel  consumed  in the plant 

T  heat delivered to urban heating 

14  heat flow lost to the condenser 

SGP  heat flow lost to the steam generator 

EGP  electrical power  generated by the plant 

under pure condensation; 
*
EGP  electrical power  generated by the plant 

under heating; 

EGP   electric power reduction caused by steam 

sampling through valve V 

PumpsP  electrical power  consumed by pumps. 

It can be seen in the diagram in Figure. 2, the two 

main sources of energy losses in the system, 

namely: steam generator by 17% and steam con-

denser by 50%. 

In the two extreme operating conditions: 1 or 2, 

the plant will be 33% thermodynamically  efficient 

in a situation where only electricity is produced and 

85% in case it produces electricity and heat in 

cogeneration, recovering the  full energy given off 

to the condenser under 4-1 transformation.   

The loss of electricity will be 3% of the 

consumed fuel energy and in case we have no flow 

through the condenser, the energy lost in the 

ambient by the condenser heat is entirely transferred 

into energy for urban  heating.  

In this way it is estimated that the yield of the 

cogeneration plant tends to the value of the  steam 

generator efficiency, thus becoming, due to coge-

neration, the sole inefficient energy source of the  

plant. 
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These conclusions based on a strictly quantita-

tive analysis is accurate thermodynamically  energy 

but inaccurate when it comes to assessing the 

qualitative-quantitative energy.  

The energy recovered from the condenser and 

supplied for the urban heating has minimal potential 

to produce mechanical work, and it is the production  

of  mechanical work  the very essence of existence 

and operation of the Rankine thermodynamic cycle 

2. EXERGY ANALYSIS METHOD 

This analysis method is based on modern con-

cepts of energy assessment based on exergy. In 

principle exergy is the equivalent energy of the 

maximum technical mechanical work  contained in 

the energy flow, when this undergoes reversible 

changes from a given state into the  ambient steady 

state  (dead thermodynamic state), Bejan, A. [1], 

[2], [3]. 

In applications exergy is used to express a fluid 

Rant Z. relationship [7]: 

 )ss(Tiie 000        (5) 

 dsTdide 0         (6) 

which shows the maximum mechanical work pro-

duced. 

Exergy get different particulars such as 

thermomechanical exergy, heat exergy, chemical 

exergy,  nuclear exergy  etc. 

For example the heat exergy is calculated based 

on the Szargut, J., relationship [8] . 
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and expresses the max. technical mechanical work 

obtained from heat. As the  maximum technical the 

reference temperature T0, the mathematical expres-

sion results from [6].  

    Due to the remarkable structural and func-

tional complexity of the plant, it will be studied on 

its components: steam generator, turbine, conden-

ser, pumps, heating boiler.     

     Determining the exergy flows consumed and 

produced over each component of the plant will 

lead, acc.to the balance sheet, to determine the 

exergy flows lost and destroyed of  every com-

ponent analyzed, a particularly important indicator 

in assessing the influence of irreversibility on the 

thermodynamic process analyzed. 

The exergy  analysis  will get the following 

results: 

– steam generator destroys 43% of the fuel 

exergy; 

– steam turbine destroys 12% of the fuel exergy 

– pump-regenerative preheaters assembly des-

troys 8% of the fuel exergy 

– condenser destroys 3% of fuel exergy 

The thermodynamic irreversibility is very high 

in the  steam generator and  extremely unimportant 
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in the condenser, the  exergetic analysis method  

showing a completely opposite image of  the depre-

ciation in the mechanical work production capacity  

as compared with  the energy  analysis.  

This shows the importance of the thermo-

dynamics method analysis based on exergy. 

The exergy flows will be calculated based on 

thermodynamic calculation relations (Rant, Z., [7], 

Bejan,.A., [1],[2],[3]  Szargut J., [8], Dragan, M., 

[6] ) and by drawing energy balances over the 

cogeneration installations, the Grassman diagram of 

exergy evolution will be drawn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
Fig.  3. The Grassman diagram of exergy. 

 

The exergetic efficiency of the plant is estimated 

using the global exergetic efficiency of the plant, 

which gets these particulars: 

1. The plant is in pure condensing mode,  the  

steam supply valve V of the  heating boiler is closed, 

the plant producing only electricity. 
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2. The plant  is in the heating mode, the steam 

supply valve V of the  heating boiler has maximum 

degree of openness, the cogeneration plant 

producing electricity and heat. 
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In the two extreme operating conditions: 1 and 2 

respectively, the plant will be 33% exergetically  

efficient when only electricity is produced and 33% 

in case it produces electricity and heat in cogen-

eration.  

The loss of electricity will be 3% of the con-

sumed fuel exergy, "loss" fully converted into 

thermal exergy supplied to the urban heating 

(Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Energy efficiency an 

exergy efficiency evolutions. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Applying the thermodynamics analysis exergetic 

method  in  cogeneration plants, compared to cla-

ssical thermodynamics method, highlights how 

thermodynamic efficiency is erroneously assessed  

based on energy efficiency. 

It is observed that the exergy yield remains 

constant regardless of the amount of energy reco-

vered from the  condenser by heating. In other words 

the exergetic yield remains constant depending on 

the degree of heating, showing the exact boundaries 

of the cogeneration plant to produce usable exergy.  

The result is particularly important in terms of 

correlation between thermodynamic analysis  with 

the economic analysis, thus becoming an important 

tool used to calculate the costs of the energy 

cogenerated products. 

The method addressed by the authors  intends to 

reconsider the current calculation of the product costs 

generated by a power plant with heating, seeking to 

dispel any doubt about the manner in which costs are 

formed, managing to put into practice a scientific 

method (the exergoeconomic method). 
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 Another advantage of applying the exergo-

economic method in the analysis of cogeneration 

plants is that, bycalculating  the exergy costs during 

its development in the plant, we can determine 

thermodynamic irreversibility costs as well [6], [9]. 

 Depending on the costs of exergy destruction, 

we shall have clear information and directions on 

optimizing in terms of thermoeconomics, its ulti-

mate goal being to increase the economic efficiency 

of the power plant concerned. 
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